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re overy in torque was measured in the

ABSTRACT
In this work, a new material model is

responding experiment, stru tural break-

presented to simulate the rheologi al be-

down was

havior of

nomenon than thixotropi

ement suspension. This material

or-

onsidered to be a dierent phebehavior.

The

ombined

me hanism of stru tural breakdown was

on epts by Hattori and Izumi and by Tat-

explained in 1983 in a textbook by Tatter6
sall and Banll . There, it was attributed

model is among others based on

tersall and Banll. More pre isely,

oagu-

lation, dispersion and re oagulation of the
ement parti les (giving a true thixotropi
behavior) in
ing of

ertain

ombination with the breakhemi ally formed linkages

to the pro ess of breaking
between the

ertain linkages

ement parti les, whi h were

assumed to be formed by the early
i al rea tions of

hem-

ement parti les with wa-

between the parti les (giving a so- alled

ter. The breaking of linkages was

stru tural

ered to be an irreversible pro ess and thus

breakdown

behavior)

are

as-

sumed to play an important role in gener-

nonthixotropi .

7,8
In the earlier work of Wallevik , the

ating the overall time-dependent behavior
of the

ement suspension. The model eval-

uation is done by

omparing experimental

onsid-

use of a

ertain o

ulation parameter was

used, named  oagulated state. This par-

data with model predi tion.

ti ular model was not based on the stru -

INTRODUCTION

only on thixotropi

tural breakdown phenomenon, but rather
The new model introdu ed here is designed for suspension of

ement parti les

in water. It is based on thixotropi
ior as well as on a

ertain pro ess

behavalled

the

Modied HattoriIzumi theory

MHItheory).

However,

thixotropi

former phenomena is nearly as old as mod1
ern rheology . The term thixotropy was

was only partly su

oined to des ribe an isothermal

More pre-

isely, it was based on several ideas pro9
poses by Hattori and Izumi and is alled

stru tural breakdown. The interest of the

originally

behavior.

hara teristi , the MHItheory
essful. The new model

presented here, named the

Parti le Flow

(or the

PFItheory),

Intera tion theory
will

ontain both the stru tural breakdown

reversible gelsol (i.e. solidliquid) transi1
tion due to me hani al agitation . There

phenomenon as well as thixotropi

is a

ior.

omprehensive review arti le about
1
thixotropi material done by Mewis and
2
Barnes . Also, a shorter review is given
3
in Mujumdar et al. and in a textbook by
4
Tanner and Walters .
The term stru tural breakdown was
5
Be ause no
made by Tattersall in 1954.

(or the

with a purely

behav-

With these two phenomenons simul-

taneously present, a better out ome is attained.
The vis ometer used in the experiment
10
is the ConTe Vis ometer 4 . As shown
in Fig. 1, it is a

oaxial

ylinders vis ome-

ter that has a stationary inner

ylinder (of

Ri = 85 mm) that measures torque
T , and a rotating outer ylinder (of radius
Ro = 101 mm). The angular velo ity ωo

moistened within the rst 60 se onds.

radius

of the outer

h = 116 mm.

ylinder is

shows a numeri al

3.

Shearing

from the bottom part of the vis ometer is
11
ltered out by a spe ial means . Fig. 1
al ulated ow inside

Between 3 and 6 minutes:

Hand mix-

ing and resting.

ylinder during a rheologi al

test is shown in Fig. 2. The height of the
inner

2.

Between 6 and 10 minutes:

Mixing at

speed 2.
4.

Between 10 and 11 minutes:
with hand mixing, if the

Che k

ement sus-

pension is homogeneous.

the vis ometer in question.
In this manus ript, the analysis of rheologi al

behavior

onsists

of

measuring

torque

T = T (t)

under

ompli ated angular velo ity

tions

as a fun tion of time

ωo = ωo (t) shown in Fig. 2.

lenge is to

Ri

Ro

t,

ondi-

The

hal-

reate a material model that is

h

based on the mi rostru tural approa h and
an simulate the measured rheologi al behavior of the
bitrary and

ement suspension under aromplex shear rate

onditions.

With a suitable apparent vis osity fun tion

η = η(γ̇, . . .)
lation, the

used in the numeri al simu-

Tc

omputed torque

should be

able to overlap the measured torque

T.

EXPERIMENTAL
The water ement ratio used for the
ment suspension is

w/c = 0.3.

e-

The amount

of superplasti izer is 0.5% solids by weight
of

ement (sbw ). The initial phase volume

of the

ement suspension is

Φ = 0.52

it is always in reasing due to the
al rea tions of the

and

hemi-

The Hobart AE120 mixer is used when
ement suspension. It has three

speed settings 1, 2 and 3.
the test sample

The fa t that

onsisted of only pure

e-

ment suspension, resulted in a redu ed re-

reprodu ibility = reprodu tion of rheologi al result of dierent
bat hes, of the same mixdesign). After
produ ibility (here,

testing dierent mixing pro edures to seek
a better reprodu ibility, the following one
was sele ted:
1.

Between 0 and 3 minutes:

Vis ometer 4.

At 12, 42, 72 and 102 minutes after the
initial water addition, a rheologi al measurement with the ConTe
performed.

Vis ometer 4 is

Immediately after ea h mea-

surement, a remixing by hand is done to
ensure homogeneous mixture. A

omplete

rest applies for the test material prior to
any data logging in the
ment.

The resting

minutes and was

oming measure-

onsisted of about 29
onsidered to be su-

ient for the test sample to gain a large
oagulated- and linked state at the start

Mixing of

ement and water at speed 1. Most of
the

ConTe

ement parti les with

water.
mixing the

Figure 1. Computed ow inside the

ement parti les are more or less

of the next measurement.

No remixing

with the Hobart mixer was applied between measurements. Sin e the obje tives

is to investigate thixotropi - and stru tural

after water addition).

breakdown behavior of the

ement suspen-

tween the two results is in the type of

sion, it would be pointless to use the Ho-

superplasti izer mixed with ea h suspen-

bart mixer to disperse the

sion (the quantity in ea h

linked

oagulated and

ement parti les and brake up the

The dieren e be-

ase is 0.5%

sbw ). These are designated as VHMW Na

stru ture that the vis ometer is supposed

and HMW Na, respe tively.

to measure.

very high- and high mole ular weight Na

These are

As previously mentioned, a rheologi al

lignosulfonates, respe tively and are natu-

measurement is made at 12, 42, 72 and 102

ral polymers formed from the pulping pro-

minutes.

However, in the

urrent arti le,

ess and are produ ed by Borregaard Lig-

only one of these four results is shown, an-

noTe h, Norway.

alyzed and dis ussed. This is the measure-

about the overall test setup, see the au8
thor's previous work .

ment

ondu ted at 72 minutes after water

For further information

addition (i.e. 72 minutes after start of early
hemi al rea tions of the

ement parti les

with water).

THEORY (PFI-THEORY)

The angular velo ity
ylinder

Ro

THE PARTICLE FLOW INTERACTION

ωo

of the outer

(see Fig. 1) applied in the ex-

In this se tion, an overview is given to
the Parti le Flow Intera tion theory. Sin e

periment and also used in the numeri al

this is a very

simulation, is shown in Fig. 2. Single rhe-

derivation and justi ation

ologi al test is made with the ConTe

ered here.

Vis-

ometer 4 and begins at the (experimental) time

t=0

and ends at

time variable is not to be

t = 50 s.

This

onfused with the

time duration from mixing of water and

e-

ment (inside the Hobart mixer). The former time period spans only 50 se onds as

omprehensive theory, its
annot be

ov-

For su h type of information,

the reader must onsult with the original
12
work . Here, the Mark II version of the
PFItheory is used, while in the previous
12
work
the Mark I was applied. Both versions are however well explained in the pre
12
mentioned work .

shown in Fig. 2, while the latter spans over
the whole test pro edure of 102 minutes.

Denition of parti le sizes
Between

5

ement parti les is a

Angular Velocity ω° [rad/s]

potential energy.
from

4

ertain

This potential results

ombined for es of van der Waals at-

tra tion, ele trostati repulsion and steri
6,8,13
hindran e
. The polymers mentioned

3

above (VHMW Na and HMW Na) will generally adsorb on the surfa e of the

2

parti les. Their fun tion is to

ement

hange the

above mentioned total potential energy in

1

su h manner that

oagulation is more dif-

 ult obtained and dispersion more easily

0
0

10

20
30
Time [seconds]

40

Figure 2. Angular velo ity
fun tion of time

ωo

50
as a

t.

The measured torque response attained

a hieved.
Cement parti les are polydispersed in
14
7  9% of the material (by
size. Some
weight) is typi ally ner than
ameter and 0  4%

2 µm in di90 µm.

oarser than

Traditionally, the parti les that are inu-

by the test setup shown in Fig. 2 is given

en ed by the

in Figs. 4 and 5 (apply after 72 minutes

are

total potential energy

onsidered to be

ee ts

olloid parti les. Gen-

13
eral denition of su h parti le
is that at

their mutual energy barrier against

least one dimension is in the size range

lation and dispersion. When this

from

1 nm

to

1 µm.

However, there is no

lear distin tion between the behavior of

applies,

Su h

tion 2.5.2), it is demonstrated that

are

40 µm

ement

in diameter

other by a pure hard sphere

ement parti les that are not inulassied here as parti le size number

4.

Example of size 3 and 4

ti les and their number of

some degree, as a

shown in Fig. 3.

what

ollision fa tor.

en ed by the total potential energy ee ts,

seem to be able to behave, at least to
olloid parti le, some-

ur and the

ement parti les rather intera t with ea h

parti les with somewhat larger dimensions
13
than of the traditional olloidal parti le .
8
In the earlier work done by Wallevik (Se parti les as large as

oagulation does not o

oagu-

ondition

ement par-

onne tions is

ontrolled by the a tion of the total

potential energy. All

ement parti les (i.e.

the domain of parti le sizes) that

ni antly be inuen ed by the total potential energy ee ts are

lassied in this work

as parti le size number 3 (meaning that
the diameter of these parti les is lower than
the above mentioned

Reversible and permanent jun tions

an sig-

40 µm).

The
the

onne tions (or

onta ts) between

ement parti les, formed by the to-

tal potential energy intera tion, are named

jun tions . The number of reversible jun tions (from the pro ess of reversible oagulation) is represented with the term J3 .
Two

oagulated

jun tion

ement parti les by su h

an be separated (i.e. dispersed)

again for the given rate of work available
to the suspension (the rate of work is provided by the engine of the vis ometer).
The number of

permanent jun tions

(from

permanent
oagulation) is desigp
nated with J3 .
Two oagulated ement
parti les by su h jun tion

annot be sep-

arated (i.e. dispersed) again for the given
rate of work available to the suspension.
The supers ript p is an a ronym for permanent, or more pre isely permanent

o-

agulation (and permanent linking, as explained below).
Breakable and permanent linkages
Within a few se onds of the initial
ta t between
fa es of the

on-

ement and water, the surement parti les are

overed

by a membrane of gelatinous

Figure 3. Example of size 3 and 4
parti les and their number of
When

onsidering a pair of

ement

onne tions.
ement par-

al ium sil6
i ate/sulphoaluminate hydrate .
Hen e,
6,15
it is suggested
that when a pair or
more, of

ement parti les

ome into

on-

ta t with water, this hydrate membrane
forms around both of them.

As soon as

ti les somewhat larger than of parti le size

the

number 3, their kineti

ages between the
ement parti les may
6
be broken . That is, the bridging mem-

energy (or inertia)

starts to be su iently large to over ome

ement suspension is agitated, the link-

brane ruptures and the
separate.

ement parti les

Indire t mi rostru tural parameters

As no re overy of stru ture

was measured for su h

For size 3

ement parti les, two types

ases (i.e. is an

of primary ( ement) parti les are dened.

irreversible pro ess), the term stru tural

One is primary parti les that will undergo

breakdown was preferred over thixotropi
6,5,15,16,17
behavior
. The notion of linkages

designated with

between

mary parti les that will undergo a perma-

ement parti les was rst pro17
posed by Tattersall .
In this work, it is assumed that there

are basi ally two kinds of bridging membranes.

The rst type is the

membrane ,
ti les

where two linked

breakable

ement par-

an be broken apart (i.e. dispersed)

a reversible

oagulation and linking and is

n3 .

The other type is pri-

nent

oagulation and linking and is reprep
sented with n3 . The physi al unit of n3 and
np3 is in [m−3 ], meaning number of primary
parti les per unit volume. As dis ussed in
7
earlier work by Wallevik (Se tion 3.4.2),
when

onsidering

ement based materials,

for the given rate of work available to the

the number of primary parti les is slowly

suspension.

hanging with time. However, relative to a
p
single experiment of 50 se onds n3 and n3
p
(as well as n4 and n4 ) an safely be onsid-

The se ond type of bridg-

ing membrane is the

permanent membrane ,

where the two linked

ement parti les

an-

not be broken apart with the given power
available. The strength of the link between

ered as

onstants.

From the above text, an

rostru tural parameter
U3 = J3 /n3 , U3s = J3s /n3

indire t mi-

ment parti les, it is not hard to imagine a

an be dened as
p
p
p
and U3 = J3 /n3 .
In the same fashion, for size 4
ement
p
s
s
parti les, then U4 = J4 /n4 and U4 =
J4p /np4 . The indire t mi rostru tural pa-

simultaneous presen e of both permanent-

rameter

two (or more)

ement parti les depends

on the thi kness of the membrane around
6
them and onta t geometry . Hen e, with
dierent

onditions between dierent

and breakable linked

e-

ement parti les in

a spe i

the suspension.
As mentioned above, the
(or

onta ts) between the

onne tions

ement parti-

les, formed by the hydrate membrane, are

linkages .
able linkages (by

named

The number of

break-

the formation of break-

able weak/thin hydrate membrane) is reps
resented with the term J3 (the supers ript
s is an a ronym for stru tural breakdown).

Likewise, the number of

nent linkages

perma-

(by the formation of perma-

nent strong/thi k hydrate membrane) is
p
designated with J3 .
As

ement parti le of size 4 do not

oagulate, the

orresponding (reversible)

jun tion number is always zero, meaning
J4 = 0 m−3 . However, as it is fair to assume that the

an generally have values rang7
ing from 0 to 1. There is however now

0

versible)

oagulated state. Likewise, the
s
and U4 are referred to as (reversible) linked state.
two terms

overed by a hydrate membrane, just
s
as for size 3, the values of J4 (breakable
p
linkages) and J4 (permanent linkages) do
not have to be zero.

U3s

System of equations
The PFItheory (Mark II)

onsists of

the following system of equations

dU3s
= −I3s U3s
dt

(1)

dU3
= H3 ([1 − U3s ] − U3 )2 − I3 U32
dt

(2)

dU4s
= −I4s U4s
dt

(3)

ement parti les of size 4

are

restri tion to this onsisting of
≤ U3 + U3s ≤ 1.
The term U3 are referred to as the (re-

ρ

dv
=∇·σ+ρ g
dt
d/dt = ∂/∂t + v · ∇

(4)

(see for exam8
ple Se tion 2.2). The terms ρ and g used

Where

in Eq. (4) are the density of the

ement

suspension and gravity, respe tively. Evop
p
lution equations for U3 and U4 need not to
be in luded in the above set of equations,
sin e these terms are

onstants during a

between the size 3 ement parti les are broken apart and has the physi al unit of
It is given by

I3s = λ γ̇ 0.4

single rheologi al test of 50 se onds.

The term

In the above list, the equation of motion, Eq. (4), is in luded to take into a ount the ee ts of inertia.
der to

Also, in or-

al ulate the shear rate

γ̇

in

neously with Eqs. (1), (2) and (3).
18,19,20
shear rate is al ulated by

γ̇ =

√

the

(12)

H3 used in Eq. (2), represents

oagulation rate for

H3 =

The

K
+l

(5)

v

2

K = (αγ̇ 0.01 + β γ̇ 0.1 )e−ζ(∂ γ̇/∂t) + K0 .
The terms l , ζ and K0 are empiri al on−2
stants, kept equal to l = 10 s , ζ =
−4 −3
−4 4
4 · 10 s and K0 = 10 s at all times.
The term I3 used in Eq. (2), is the dispersion rate for

rate al ulation is well known in theoreti al
19
rheology and dates ba k at least to 1947 .

given by

ε̇ =

in Eq. (4) is the
21,22
tive equation given by
The term

σ

σ = −p I + 2 η ε̇

onstitu-

(6)

p

I

It

(13)

γ̇ 2

where

2 ε̇ : ε̇

[1/s].

is given by

1
(∇v + (∇v)T ) and
are
2
the rateofdeformation tensor and velo 21,22
ity, respe tively
. This type of shear

where

ement parti les of

size 3, and has the physi al unit of

orre t

manner, Eq. (4) has to be solved simulta-

[1/s].

ement parti le of size 3,

and has the physi al unit of

[1/s].

I3 = κ γ̇ 2.0
The term

It is

(14)

I4s

used in Eq. (3) represents

the rate of breakapart fun tion.

That

are the pressure

is, it des ribes the rate whi h the linkages

and the unit dyadi , respe tively. Torque
7,8
is al ulated as

between the size 4 ement parti les are bro-

where the terms

and

Tc = 2 π Ri2 h η γ̇
where

η

(7)

is the apparent vis osity given by

η = µ[t] +
η → ∞,

τ0[t]
, τ ≥ τ0[t]
γ̇
τ < τ0[t]

I4s = χ γ̇ 0.1

(15)

The main Eqs. (1) to (4) are interlinked
by Eqs. (5) to (15).

(9)

are) solved simultaneously together.

For ea h

omputed

time step, all equations have to be (and

µ[t]

total plasti
11.

AUTOMATIC PARAMETER
IDENTIFICATION
A drawba k of the

omprehensive PFI

theory is that its material parameters are

µ[t] = µ + µ̃(U3 ) + µ̂(U3s , U4s )
τ0[t] = τ0 + τ̃0 (U3 ) +

[1/s].

It is given by

(8)

and τ0[t] are the so alled
vis osity and the total yield
12
stress, and are dened by
Eqs. 10 and

The terms

ken apart and has the physi al unit of

τ̂0 (U3s , U4s )

(10)
(11)

The value of τ0[t] at t = 0 an be designated
as stati yield stress (see Fig. 6a).
s
The term I3 used in Eq. (1) represents
the rate of breakapart fun tion. That
is, it des ribes the rate whi h the linkages

not dire tly observable. For nding the parameters of this omplex model,
tomati

ertain au-

parameter identi ation (API) al-

gorithm is applied.

The algorithm solves

an optimization problem, in whi h the differen e between the measured data and the
output of the PFItheory is minimized.
During the API sear h, a
metri

ertain para-

restri tion is needed. For example

a negative parameter would be unphysi al
leading to a

omputer

rash during the PFI

simulation.

This is apparent when

omparing the two
7
ould not simugures. The MHItheory

late this type of re overy in torque, while

Although
algorithm,

determined

the

material

by

the

API

parameters

in

the PFItheory

tera tion between the
the

ement parti les and

hemi al rea tivity of the

ti les with water.

ement par-

Other material param-

eters depends on dierent fa tors like the
surfa e roughness of the
solid

on entration

Φ,

ement parti les,

parti le shape and

Here, the benet of
lear.

The number of material parameters in

Eqs. (12) to (15) depends, among other
fa tors, on the total potential energy in-

an.

the new theory is most

the PFItheory is quite many.

meri al value of ea h parameter is perhaps
not so interesting and will not be addressed
here. However, from these attained parameters (attained by the API sear h), one
In this manus ript, both the stati

hydrodynami ee ts (if present at relevant
magnitude).

the results are shown in Fig. 6.

0.4

THE SOFTWARE  VVPF 3.2

be

GNU

free of

GPL

li ensed

(and

thus

harge) and will be available from

http://www.vvpf.net. Versions 1.0 and 2.0
are already available. Version 3.2 is basi-

Torque T [Nm]

will

It

yield

al ulated, and

VHMW Na
PFI−theory
Experimental

The numeri al software used in solvVis oPlasti Flow 3.2 (or VVPF 3.2).

an

al ulate quantities of important relevan e.
stress as well as work are

ing Eqs. 1 to 15 is named Vis ometri 

The nu-

0.3

0.2

0.1

ally the same as version 2.0, however without an interfa e to an API algorithm. The

0
0

last mentioned version is a nite dieren e

10

model and is designed for timedependent

20
30
Time [seconds]

40

50

(transient) and timeindependent (steady

Figure 4. Measured and

omputed torque

state) vis oplasti

T

(at 72 minutes).

materials.

It was used
12
.

as a fun tion of time

t

for the Mark I version of the PFItheory
The out ome of version 2.0 has been

om-

1.8

pared to version 1.0 (the latter version was
7
used for the MHItheory .

The experimental results

T

given by the

vis ometer (solid lines) and the
results

Tc

omputed

given by the software (white

lines) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As shown
in these gures, there is a good
its

omputed

for both

ounterpart

Tc .

T

and

When using the HMW Na polymer in
the

ement suspension (Fig. 5), a some-

what larger rebuild in torque is measured
relative to the VHMW Na ase (Fig. 4).

1.2

0.8
0

This applies

ases VHMW Na and HMW Na.

1.4

1

orrespon-

den e between the measured torque

PFI−theory
Experimental

1.6
Torque T [Nm]

RESULTS

HMW Na

10

20
30
Time [seconds]

40

50

Figure 5. Measured and

omputed torque

T

(at 72 minutes).

as a fun tion of time

t

In Fig. 6a is the (PFI)
stress.

Its value is

al ulated yield

al ulated by Eq. 11,

where the time

t is put equal to zero.

That

is, this is the initial yield stress that is valid
for the

ement suspension after about 30

minutes resting. For the VHMW Na ase,
its value is equal to

119.7 Pa.

Roughly

it represents the eort made by the (rotating) outer

ylinder of the vis ometer in

deforming the

ement suspension during a

single rheologi al test of 50 se onds. The
al ulation of work is a rather

ompli ated

67% of this value is attributed to linked

pro edure and will not be dis ussed in the

ement parti les (stru tural breakdown be-

urrent manus ript. For the VHMW Na

havior), while 33% is attributed to
lated

oagu-

ement parti les (thixotropy).

yield stress

τ0

The

for the VHMW Na ase is

zero.

19.9 J.

Roughly

266.4 Pa.

Roughly 30% of this

value is attributed to linked

ement parti-

les, while 17% is attributed to
ement parti les.

oagulated

The yield stress

the HMW Na ase is

140.0 Pa

ontributes 53% to the stati
(irreversible

yield

τ0

for

and thus

yield stress

ontribution). Therefore, by

ulated

Ir-

µ

and

reversible

τ0 )

ontribution is (i.e. from

onsists of 47%.

ase, the work is equal to

oagulated

ement parti les.

ontribution is

e-

Irreversible

ontribution

W

from the

ement parti les for the HMW Na

ase in
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